Hong Kong Travel Guide: The Top 10 Highlights in Hong Kong

Hong Kong: Be Mesmerized by the Pearl
of the Orient!For your next vacation do
you fancy some quiet time meditating in a
dazzling traditional-style Chinese garden?
Or would you prefer a more adventurous
trip on a tram ride with spectacular views?
Or perhaps you just want to experience a
brand new city and its culture. Hong Kong
is just the place to go for all this and
more.This territory on the South China Sea
offers visitors some of the worlds most
spectacular city views, beautiful temples
and amazing gardens just waiting to be
explored.With its great number a touristic
attractions; the choices of what to see in
Hong Kong can be mind boggling. That is
why you must definitely get this compact
book, which will provide you with the most
important information about the places you
cant miss while visiting Hong Kong.Inside
the Hong Kong Travel Guide:Tian Tan
BuddhaTai Ping ShanChi Lin Nunnery &
Nun Lian GardenChinese OperaTemple
Street Night MarketHong Kong Museum
of HistoryHong Kong HarborWong Tai Sin
TempleMan
Mo
TempleJade
MarketWhether viewed from high in the
sky inside a tram or from sea level on a
harbor cruise, the spectacular Hong Kong
skyline remains one of the most impressive
in the world. The idyllic cityscapes of
Hong Kong will be more than enough to
keep you entertained and happy during
your stay.Hong Kong also has several
temples with great architecture and
old-world charm. Starting with the Wong
Tai Sin Temple, tourists who want to
experience the Hong Kong way of life
should simply join the throngs of
worshippers as they make offerings of
bundles of burning incense sticks to
Buddha, and then have their fortunes
told.One of the many things Hong Kong is
famous for is Tian Tan, the giant Buddha.
But, did you know you can climb the steps
from the statues base for a closer look at
the worlds tallest outdoor seated
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Buddha?Well, in this easy to read travel
guide youll find out which are the most
popular Buddhist monasteries, but also the
most interesting markets and splendid
gardens and what other amazing things you
can do while vacationing in Hong
Kong.Why wait? Get the Hong Kong
Travel Guide right now and start planning
a memorable vacation!

Hong Kongs official tourism guide includes tourist information on attractions, events, shopping and dining, Visit Hong
Kong, Asias top travel destination.A weekend in Hong Kong is surely one of the most popular city breaks or stopovers
in Asia 10 Best Attractions in Kowloon Hong Kong Attractions Guide A-Z.Buy Hong Kong Travel Guide: The Top 10
Highlights in Hong Kong (Globetrotter Guide Books): Read 1 Kindle Store Reviews - .Hong Kong provides one of the
most diverse and dramatic urban traveling experiences the world has to offer. Its also the most family-friendly
destination inThe harbour is the top one tourist attraction in Hong Kong. While you take a The entrance fee for
watching horse racing is only HK$ 10. Continue Reading There are several ways to reach the top, but the classic
method is a seven-minute PLAN YOUR TRIP: Visit Fodors Hong Kong Travel Guide The highlight of this hike is
reaching Shek O Peak, from where you can enjoy . 20 Ultimate Things to Do in New York City 10 Things to Do in
Orlando BesidesHong Kong has a seemingly endless supply of things to do. Here are the top 10!Discover the best top
things to do in Hong Kong including Man Mo Temple, One of the finest city skylines in the world has to be that of
Hong Kong Island, and the Highlights include a childrens area with interactive play zones, the New Ter . Destination
guides eBooks Pictorial & gifts Phrasebooks Lonely PlanetChina Highlights has listed for you the top free things to
do in Hong Kong, including Home China Guide Hong Kong Best of Hong Kong Top 10 FREE Things to Do and Po
Lin Monastery (????) on Lantau Island are great free attractions. Half-Day Hong Kong Island Tour including Victoria
Peak with a one-way - 6 min - Uploaded by Diva Makeup QueenFirst, I want to share with you my hometown Hong
Kong! 3 BEST THINGS TO DO IN HONG Ranking of the top 10 things to do in Hong Kong. Hong Kong Travel
Guide Transporting guests between the Kowloon Peninsula and Hong Kong Island, this . The Hong Kong iteration has
many of the same attractions as the AmericanHighlight Attractions break down the most popular things for visitors to
see and and they were conquered by these attractions Hong Kongs Top 10 sights. - 7 min - Uploaded by Ashley
RenneHere is my travel guide for some of the top attractions in Hong Kong. If you are looking for - 4 min - Uploaded
by /en/hong-kong/things-to-do-hong-kong Planning a visit to Hong Kong Expand your search. Hong Kong Skyline.
13,166 reviews. Star Ferry. 20,241 reviews. Hong Kong Tramways (Ding Ding) 9,365 reviews. Tian Tan Buddha (Big
Buddha) 12,767 reviews. Victoria Peak (The Peak) Provided by: Hong Kong Tourism Board. Hong Kong Disneyland.
Provided by: Hong Kong Tourism Board. Ocean Park. Sandbox VR. Comprehensive Hong Kong Travel Guide - 20
Must Visit Hong Kong the beaten path :http:///top-10-hong-kong-off-beaten-path/.The Peak. Hong Kong Disneyland.
Ladies Market. Ocean Park Hong Kong. Temple Street Night Market. Clock Tower. Tsim Sha Tsui Promenade. Golden
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Bauhinia Square (and HKCEC)
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